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Abstract—Within the human-robot interaction (HRI) community, many researchers have focused on the careful design of
human-subjects studies. However, other parts of the community,
e.g., the technical advances community, also need to do humansubjects studies to collect data to train their models, in ways that
require user studies but without a strict experimental design.
The design of such data collection is an underexplored area
worthy of more attention. In this work, we contribute a clearly
defined process to collect data with three steps for machine
learning modeling purposes, grounded in recent literature, and
detail an use of this process to facilitate the collection of a
corpus of referring expressions. Specifically, we discuss our data
collection goal and how we worked to encourage well-covered
and abundant participant responses, through our design of the
task environment, the task itself, and the study procedure. We
hope this work would lead to more data collection formalism
efforts in the HRI community and a fruitful discussion during
the workshop.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In a multidisciplinary field like HRI, it is important for
researchers to leverage empirical research [1] to discover
new knowledge from observations and experience. It is thus
common to treat data collection solely within the lens of
formal experimental design, to answer research questions by
collecting, for example, qualitative data through interviews,
surveys, or think-aloud protocols, and quantitative data from
sensors or through coding qualitative data [2, 3, 4].
Moreover, while data collected through user studies is increasingly made publicly available, such data is rarely reused.
Instead, researchers in HRI tend to build on past datasets
through new experiments to replicate that past work either
tightly or with carefully controlled deviations, e.g., with other
robots ([5, 6]) or in different cultures ([7, 8, 9, 10]). This
paradigm has led to substantial recent research seeking to
formalize experimental design [4, 11] and analysis [12, 13]
efforts within the unique contexts of HRI, with, unfortunately,
data collection task design left behind.
Yet, other communities within HRI, such as the technical
advances community, also collect human-subjects data, albeit
for different purposes, such as collecting and modeling human
data for more human-like and familiar interactions to improve
robot experience [14, 15]. For example, to advance social
navigation, researchers have collected human navigation data
to predict human activity [16], human-motion trajectory data
(Thör, [17]), and robot approaching behavior towards humans
[18, 19]. Data in robots’ view has also been collected to allow
more practical robotics in unstructured environments [20, 21].
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Fig. 1. A flowchart for the process of designing a data collection study,
grounded in recent HRI literature (See Table I). Collection goal and data
coverage/abundance subgoals are first identified, followed by an iterative task
design and procedure for collecting more data. Task design includes three
major elements: the environment, the task with human/object configurations,
and the criteria for the main task subject identified to reach the collection
goal. The two bi-directional arrows, (a) and (c), and an iteration arrow (b)
underline the importance of the iterative process

In contrast to the experimental design and analysis works
mentioned above, best practices or recommendations for collecting data for these types of purposes, i.e., machine learning
modeling, have received less attention within HRI. In order to
efficiently collect such data from human subjects, researchers
must carefully design a task and a procedure to gather as many
types of data as possible (i.e., data coverage) and solicit as
much data as possible from participants (i.e., data abundance),
as illustrated in Figure 1 left. While the latter is key for datahungry machine learning techniques, the former is vital for
robustness to cover real-world scenarios.
In this workshop paper, we thus make two contributions:
1) A process for designing a data collection study grounded
in recent HRI literature
2) A concrete study design example applied the process for
a data collection in the context of human-robot dialogue
This paper is organized as follows. We first give an overview
of the process and its three steps in Section II with example
works. We then detail the case study in Section III, whose task
design is more specifically discussed in other recent work [22].
Following the workflow shown in Figure 1, Section III first
describes the goal that guides us and defines data coverage
in our domain. We then discuss how we designed the task to
reach our goal, including task environment and task choice,
and object placement and distribution. A brief discussion on
the iterative process is also provided. Lastly, we conclude with
insights as to how we used extra rules in our procedure to
encourage more data to be collected from participants.

II. A P ROCESS FOR DATA C OLLECTION S TUDY D ESIGN
As shown in Figure 1, the process consists of three steps:
goal, task design, and procedure. First, the goal of the data
collection effort needs to be identified. Akin to hypotheses that
guide the design of human-subject experiments, it is critical
to articulate the precise goals that guide non-experimental
data collection efforts. The goal is dependent on the domain
or application of the proposed machine learning model. For
example, in Taylor et al. [21]’s work, the goal was to collect
egocentric color and depth (RGB-D) data of groups of people
to predict social groups. In Yang et al. [18]’s work, the goal
was to collect different reactions from humans when a robot
approaches from different directions to join a conversation.
Concretely, the goal can be divided into two subgoals:
data coverage and data abundance. Data coverage concerns
different types of or forms of data that should be collected.
For example, in Taylor et al. [21]’s work, the data was
recorded in multiple crowded, sunny, outdoor environments,
covering occlusion, shadow, lighting, and motion patterns to
handle real-world challenges. In Yang et al. [18]’s work, the
authors collected data from two group types, nine approaching
directions, and three Wizard-of-Oz robot styles.
While data coverage addresses data quality, data abundance addresses data quantity. While Taylor et al. [21] do
not explicitly discuss this, they collected 1.5 hours of 16,827
RGB-D frames. In Yang et al. [18]’s work on modeling
conversational approaching behavior, the authors used 16 onbody cameras and a Motion Capture suit with 37 markers to
gather more data from participants. As we show in our case
study, data abundance can also be achieved by deliberately
soliciting more data from participants.
Secondly, a task design specifically for data collection must
be carefully constructed to reach the goal. The task design
includes the environment, the task itself with human or object
placement and distribution, and some criteria for the main
task subject. Because Taylor et al. [21]’s work studies crowd
behavior in a public environment, this step was skipped. In
Yang et al. [18]’s work, the authors use a three-person “Who’s
the Spy” game with the robot being adjudicator to identify the
spy. While without physical objects, the task environment
consists of a marked circle that a triad of participants stands
on; The robot stands at room corners outside of the circle. The
task for each participant was to describe the material of the
word on a card given to them. While objects are not the focus,
standing participants face each other and were distributed in
the center of a room. The main task subject is the robot
that was constrained to only be teleoperated to approach in
different directions to join the group when the spy is identified.
In our case study, our main task subjects were buildings and
we explicitly imposed additional constraints.
Lastly, a well-thought procedure needs to be in place to
reach the collection goal. In Yang et al. [18]’s work, participants were asked to stand at fixed positions so they are in
the field of view of the cameras. As Taylor et al. [21] studies
public groups of people, no explicit procedure was given.

TABLE I
S AMPLE WORKS FITTING INTO THE PROPOSED PROCESS (TASK *:
ENVIRONMENT, TASK , AND MAIN SUBJECT CONSTRAINTS )

[21]
[18]
[19]
[17]
[23]
[20]
[24]
[25]

Domain
Group
Navigation
Service
Navigation
Trust
Perception
Tutoring
Speech

Goal
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Cover.
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Abundance
7
3
7
3
7
3
7
7

Task*
NA
333
333
333
337
NA
333
333

Procedure
NA
3
3
3
3
NA
3
3

Figure 1’s bi-directional arrows and cyclic nature emphasizes the iterative nature of the process centered around a
primary collection goal. Yet this iterative process is not typically reported in the literature, similar to user studies where
pilot studies may not be reported. In the following section, we
will detail our case study and detail the iterative process we
followed.
In addition to the two examples, Table I lists six more
HRI conference, HRI workshop, and ACM THRI papers from
2018–2021 (filtered with the “data collection” keyword), and
whether they fit the proposed process. It is worth noting
that only eight papers were found, indicating the need for
this work. Moreover, over half of them did not discuss data
abundance.
III. A C ASE S TUDY ON A PPLYING THE P ROCESS
With the process defined with concise, grounded examples,
we can now detail a case study from our recent work [22]
that applied the described process in the human-robot dialog
domain.
A. Collection Goal and Data Coverage
The goal in our example was to collect a corpus of verbal
and nonverbal data that is rich and varied yet representative
of typical human dialogue patterns. Second, we aimed to
collect referring forms and gestures picking out both present,
perceivable entities, as well as entities that are not in the scene
or were in the scene but are no longer visible as humans are
moved away from the scene. Third, we aimed to collect data
that would cover a wide range of referring forms, including
pronominal, deictic, and definite forms (e.g., it, this, that, thisN’, that-N’, and the-N’), as well as indefinite forms such
as a-N’. Finally, we wished to collect data that was rich
in nonverbal cues like gestures. The data abundance will be
described in Section III-C of the procedure.
B. Iterative Task Design
Task Environment: Different from the single tabletop scenarios in previous robot dialogue research [26, 27, 28, 29] where
all objects are present in a robot’s operating environment, we
used a four-quadrant tabletop scenario (Figure 2) by adjoining
two tables [30] and separating them into four quadrants with
two long foam boards [31], so objects can be hidden in
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Fig. 2. The four-quadrant task environment, adapted from the 2 × 2 video
multiplexer from four cameras installed at the corners of the room’s ceiling.
The environment is made by adjoining two tables and four foam boards, which
are longer than the table to avoid participant looking into other quadrants.
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Fig. 3. Four buildings to be constructed. To help participants identify
individual blocks, two angles were provided. Each building has repeated
blocks to reach the data collection goal, i.e., wider variety of referring forms.

different quadrants and referers can refer to both present and
non-present objects.
Task: The task environment helps reach the goals of encouraging references to both visible and non-visible objects;
similarly, the task, number of objects, and object distribution
in quadrants should help us to collect more natural language
references and gestures. To that end, we chose a series
of collaborative tower building tasks [32] where instructor
participants teach learner participants construct four buildings
(Figure 3) from 18×4 = 72 blocks [33] in different quadrants.
The repetitive elements during the building process increase
use of reference forms, either in speech or with gestures.
Object Placement and Distribution: We used a number of
block shapes, including triangles, cubes, cuboids, cylinders,
arches, and half-circles, so they are not too complex to
describe and participants can focus on referring to them in
the same quadrant or previous quadrants. The blocks required
to construct each building are randomly placed at the vertices
of a 3 × 3 grid. This placement strategy leads to varying the
physical distance between blocks and encourages referring to
visible objects with “this” and “that” [34].
Criteria for Main Task Subject: To cover indefinite nouns
(e.g., a N), we constrained the placement of the blocks used
to construct buildings as follows: Half of the blocks needed
for each building are distributed to the quadrant in which that
building is to be constructed, and the other half of the blocks
need to be evenly distributed in the other three quadrants. To
meet this constraint, each building has an even number of 18
blocks. Nine of them are placed in the quadrant where the
building is constructed, and each of the other three quadrants
has 3 (i.e., 39 ) blocks, depleting the remaining nine blocks.
Iterative Task Design Process: The task design is an iterative
process, similar to interaction design [35]. Feedback and
improvement should be incorporated before the design is
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Fig. 4. The first iteration of simpler buildings. The task design is an iterative
process by gathering feedback and incorporating improvements towards the
goal of our collection effort.

finalized. Indeed, the buildings were previously much simpler
and consisted of fewer blocks, as shown in Figure 4, but later
made more complex to encourage the production of more
references and gestures by participants in a single session. To
gather feedback, we ran pilot studies and presented the task
design in lab meetings.
C. Procedure Design
With the task design in place, we can describe how we
designed our study procedure. Once seated, both participants
were provided with rule cards as reminders. However, only
instructors’ cards included the building photos, not visible to
the learner participants, encouraging more speech and gestures
from instructor participants. Moreover, learners were asked not
to speak unless absolutely necessary to proceed, limiting data
provided on their part but significantly increasing the amount
of language needed to be used by instructors. Similarly,
instructors were asked not to touch any blocks, and to only ask
learners to find blocks if those blocks were not found in the
current quadrant. These tactics encouraged additional language
and gestures by instructors, and encouraged instructors to
visually search their quadrants before issuing instructions, so
as to encourage a wider variety of referring forms.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSIONS
As we have mentioned, our experimental design process was
iterative, and was not perfect in the beginning. The flowchart
we provide is not a precise recipe that must be followed
exactly (as seen that some examples did not follow part of the
process). But instead it is provided to make the logic of the
design process more clear, serving as a clearer takeaway from
this work. Indeed, the experiment design for data collection
requires creativity, especially for the task. Hopefully, our work
will inspire HRI researchers to step outside of the boundary
of the well-established user studies and work more on data
collection to develop human-like and familiar interactions.
In conclusion, we contribute a formalized process for a
model data collection experiment, informed by recent HRI literature. Centered around reaching a high-level data collection
goal, as well as sub-goals regarding data coverage, variety, and
abundance, we followed the familiar task design and procedure
elements used in traditional experimental designs. We provided
a detailed account of the underlying design considerations, and
a flow chart that visualizes the steps. In the future, we would

like to expand this workshop paper to a comprehensive metaanalysis of data collection work in HRI and a taxonomy for
the the task and procedure design.
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